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Closer to Virtual Reality: Extraterrestrials as well as the Simulation
Theory
I believe that the Simulation Hypothesis - a hypothesis that we 'live' as online beings inside a simulated landscape
inside a computer - is one of the most potential theory when it concerns choosing between varying possibilities of
reality. Nevertheless, the keyword focuses on exactly what I "believe". I could not show that the Racing
Simulator Hypothesis is the be-all-and-end-all of our reality - not yet a minimum of though I'm servicing that. Thus,
I should maintain an open mind to the opportunity that our truth isn't really digital however truly actual. In the
meantime my preaching on the aliens-are-here, the UFO extraterrestrial theory and also associated, is to be
analyzed here because virtual reality scenario.
# Online Aliens: If the Simulation Hypothesis is right, just what would certainly it imply for aliens to be right here?
It would indicate no more as well as no less than what would certainly it indicate for a substitute couch to be in
your simulated living room or a simulated tree in your simulated front lawn or a substitute crook to pickpocket your
simulated budget. You're asking a question concerning the motivation of whoever programmed right into our
simulated landscape the this, as well as the that and also the next point as well including the principle of simulated
anomalous lights in the sky as well as simulated extraterrestrials having their wicked means with a choose few
people. I have no suggestion what their motivation could be.
I suggest though that needs to probably take a look at things with the eyes of our personal substitute beings partand-parcel of our simulated landscapes in our computer game. Exactly what would these digital beings that we
have set consider all the bits-and-pieces that we have included in their digital globe? Why is this guy shooting at
me? Why is this monster hiding in the shadows? Why is this Little Green Man snatching and raping my daughter?
Do we not include aliens, and all fashion of alien interactions in our own computer game? Have we not produced
video games that revolve around "Celebrity Expedition" and also "Celebrity Wars" and their linked
extraterrestrials? So, if we do it, what's the problem with what someone (or something) might consist of in the
programming of our simulation and also substitute landscape?
Okay, that's hardly a question that discounts the presence of aliens in the present moment in exactly what you
would certainly call our really genuine fact.
# The Supreme Developer: It can well be that as far as our Supreme Programmer - the he/ she/ it/ them
responsible for creating our virtual reality - is worried, we are just facts. If this Supreme Designer has actually
made hundreds or hundreds of substitute cosmos and also landscapes, then of course, we're unimportant.
However then so to is any simulation or computer game that we develop. You acquire an oﬀ-the-shelf video game
and also isn't really every one of the materials actually unimportant? However back to substitute aliens. Given that
we have set thousands of video games that showcase aliens, as well as produced thousands of ﬁlms and TV
episodes (cinema being just an additional form of simulation) that showcased ET, some made even before the
beginning of the modern-day UFO age, why should we (Royal We) and also why should you (as in just you) raise
eyebrows at the thought that our Supreme Designer(s) showcased aliens? Several types of exactly what
masquerades home entertainment is trivial. Our science ﬁction novels and also short stories feature aliens by the
bucketful who don't "need to travel with area, time, space-time, and even a mental area to get "right here"." Well
really they need to travel by means of a psychological area - the writer's psychological space or the ﬁlm producer's
psychological space or the programmer's psychological space. So perhaps we're simply home entertainment for
the Supreme Developer, the "we're" consisting of aliens and also UFOs all rounding out the Supreme Programmer's
cosmic landscape.
If we can talk with our computer game or Motion Simulator characters (or personalities written right into a novel or
that appear on the silver screen) - and also as you note, we cannot, yet - they might ask concerns really much like
exactly what have to exist psychological of viewers right here regarding why we (the Royal We), their creators,
programmed this or that or the next point in producing their simulated landscape. We (the Royal We) might
respond that that's the way we desired it, even if it was insigniﬁcant, or silly.
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